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Background - St Neots Museum Building Information March 2012 

Site occupied by malting and wagon yard of Day & Son's Priory Brewery.  Former police station and 

Police Inspectors house, built in 1860, set back from the road at rear of the present building and now 

obscured by the later magistrate’s court.   

 

Referred to in 1865 St Neots Almanack as ‘lately erected. 

1871 improvements made to the magistrate’s room including addition of a platform 

Police Inspectors house at rear of the present building, now hidden by the present buildings. 

1877 the Local Board held their meetings in the court room, and by 1900 the U.D.C. also held meetings 

in the court room.  

In 1900 layout of court was reversed and what had been the magistrates' retiring room became the 

witnesses' room, the north end of the building, a new magistrate’s room was built at the south end 

(possibly where the entrance to the museum is now?). 

Cell block remodelled in 1907. 

 

The building became the headquarters of the A.R.P. in St Neots Urban and Rural Districts during the 

first part of WWII, and the platform which held the Air Raid Siren is still in place on the roof of the 

building.  

 

The building was used as a police station until 1969, and as a Magistrates Court until end of 1990, 

when court moved to Huntingdon. Prisoners kept in cells for short periods while awaiting court 

appearances throughout this time. Also used to hold those suspected of a crime or 'drunk and 

disorderly' overnight until 1969.  Nothing remains of original fittings in rest of building, but the 

exterior is almost unchanged from Victorian period, although altered and the front wall, railings, and 

hedge all now gone. 

 

St Neots Poisoner, Walter Horsford in Jan. 1898 killed his cousin Mrs Annie Holmes who lived in New 

Street, St Neots, appeared first at St Neots Magistrates Court then Huntingdon Assizes, hung at 

Cambridge 2nd July 1898. 

 Information from St Neots by C. F. Tebbutt, first published 1982.  

 

Pre-Investigation 

A small team consisting of Racheal D, Rachel W, Maria, Sonia, Marc and new member Sarah led by 

Ben were to conduct the first indoor investigation of the winter at St Neots Museum. A location that 

many members in attendance had investigated previously but is always a fantastic place to re-visit! The 

team were met by the Curator, a lovely lady named Liz who is always happy to provide a tour of the 

museum beforehand and extremely helpful on the night making a fantastic host. 

 

Investigation Report  

 

Investigation Site St Neots Museum 

Investigation Date 
13TH November 2021 

 

Report By Andrew Fazekas 

Team Members 

Team A- Ben, Sonia, Racheal D, & Marc 

Team B- Rachel W, Marie & Sarah 
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Prior to the investigation Sonia picked up that there would be a uniform on display at the museum. On 

entering the boat room at museum there is a uniform on display. Sonia however did not pick up 

anything around the inform.  

 

At the start of the evening Sonia opened with a prayer of protection. 

20:30 hours after protection prayers led by Sonia both teams were split into two with team members 

Ben, Racheal D, Marc, and Sonia appointed team 1 and Rachel W, Maria and new member Sarah 

heading up team 2. Team 1 made their way upstairs initially to the Boat room to set up a little 

equipment in the way of emf meter and flashing cat balls. Ben was paired with Sonia and Racheal D 

with Marc. 

 

 20:30 - Team One lays trigger objects in Children's playroom. Flashing cat balls and toy cars are used. 

20:30 – Team Two are in the Skeleton room downstairs, trigger balls are placed around the room and 

EMF meter is used and they begin with a silent vigil for approx. 10 mins  

Group A are very foot heavy upstairs and that is the main noise heard. 

Group B starts to ask questions - no activity is detected 

20:32 - Team One enters "Boat Room." Trigger objects are placed. Flashing cat balls are used. 

20:39 - Flashing cat ball is activated in the Children's playroom. 

20:37 hours there was an activation in the area upstairs that the team all referred to as the Children's 

room and can clearly be seen by the four members standing upstairs in the Boat room. No one else is 

present with team 2 on the lower floor of the museum. 

20:40 Sonia picked up on a trial of so-called witches in which a group of ladies were accused of 

witchcraft it was not a fair trial. This seemed to be more based on fear and control of male authorities to 

control the masses, due to the lack of understanding of the times. This was a time of Catholic religion.  

 

Also, in the boat room Sonia picked up on a male energy who would have been a judge in the court, 

dressed in red with the white wig, but also picking up on a blue outfit. (RED colour may be spirits way 

of showing me he was a judge not necessarily the colour he would have worn at the time). Sonia picked 

up that this man was arrogant, very classed based, the poor were poor, no tolerance for theft if you were 

starving, but there was a sense of tolerance and understanding for his own class. His presence would be 

felt when he was alive and in spirit, he is not resident at museum but can come a go as he pleases. Ben 

and Sonia asked for him to set one of the cat balls off, but he said he would not play games for us, it 

felt like it was a bit beyond him to play parlour games. He likes the Staff member called Liz the curator 

who showed us around, he likes her organisation skills and dedication. His presence may be felt in the 

boat room and outside her office. His attitude is still very much from the time he would have been 

present at court. 

 

Sonia picked up in the room where the skeleton is a figure of a man who walks through that room and 

through the wall dressed in brown clothing, the smell was quite strong that came with this figure. Sonia 

then read the information on the skeleton, and it is of a monk. Sonia picked up that it felt like this 

would have been a walk this person would have walked most days and was more of a memory that is 

recorded in that space and not a spirit presence. 

 

Some of the group went in the boat room and some in the farm room, Sonia picked up a man on the 

stairs, later that evening the presence showed itself again at the bottom of the stairs leading into the 

farm room, it was the tall man standing where the museum has a picture of and a height chart of at the 

bottom of the stairs. 

 

Sonia and Ben sat in one of the cells. Sonia picked up on a young boy in the corner of the cell crouched 

down, a cripple and very thin. His could have been 11 to 15 years old but hard to see as he was so thin. 

Sonia picked up on a cleansing of the streets, a group of aristocrats of maybe four to five men ordered a 
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cleansing. Unsightly people to be brought to jail and some disappeared and were possibly disposed of 

or murdered. This was due to a very important visit, possibly a noble or royal visit, the streets would 

not be of unsightly peasants, trying to impress whoever was visiting, that St Neots did not have their 

streets lined with undesirable or unsightly people. Total snobbery and cruelty. 

 

Sonia picked up that a male presence was drawn to Ben as they were a former Policeman and resonated 

with Ben energy. This was the energy that Ben had picked up on, on a previous visit to the Museum. 

 

Sonia picked up on a condemned man in cell waiting to be sentenced and a murderer who was happy to 

murder and enjoyed the notoriety of being a murderer.  

 

20:43 hours whilst sitting quietly tuning into his surroundings Ben hears a female voice shouting 

faintly 'HELP'. The other three members present do not hear this and despite activity outside in the 

street it is quickly decided that it had unlikely come from outside due to no one else hearing the female 

voice 

20:50 - Rachael captures a male say "Yes" on EVP. Marc confirms. 

20:58 - The word "Great" is captured on EVP. Flashing cat ball is triggered. 

21:00 hours the music started playing rather loudly from one of the nearby pubs as the museum is 

situated in the centre of St Neots and there is clearly a very vibrant night life within the town which is 

good to see! 

21:03 Ben and Sonia made their way into the room referred to as the Childs room where that Cat ball 

activation had been previously. Sonia feels unsteady on her feet just as Ben sees a shadow move across 

behind the wooden highchair situated in the room. Due to the shadow being at less than waste 

height Ben believes that it may be a spirit of a Child. No Further activity noted. 

(See Addendum: EVP Report by Rachel D) 

 

21:10 hours Team 2 move upstairs. 

21:15 – Team 2 begin in the Boat room, again trigger balls are spread around room and EMF meter is 

used No activity is detected. Maria moves towards stairs and believes she has caught something in a 

photo (Rachel thinks it’s a reflection of the doorway and fire exit sign in the shiny wall). Rachel and 

Sarah move into farming room and are seated next to doorways leading into the family room.  

Rachel feels something on side of face towards family room doorway and is drawn towards that room. 

Sarah feels sick 

21:50 investigation team 2 ends 

 

Team 1 – Cell Area 

21:14 hours Ben and Sonia head into the cell area to conduct a silent vigil and to see what both 

members pick up. 

21:14 - Ben lays trigger objects (flashing cat balls) in open cell and the corridor. 

21:20 - Rachael and Marc place police whistle trigger object on a wall by the open cell. 

21:21 hours Ben has the sensation that his windpipe is being squeezed 

21:24 - Marc's torch deactivates on its own despite having new batteries. Rachael witnesses this. 

21:25 hours Ben sees a shadow in his peripheral vision near to the cell door like he had seen on a 

previous visit the year before and the area temperature drops significantly that both members notice. 

21:27 Racheal’s recorder stops functioning no sound for 15 seconds?? Marc had been talking as 

recorder goes back on 2m 57 EVP captured female loud yeah!  Racheal acknowledges voices and must 

rewind to clarify. 

Racheal and Marc in the open cells both agreed too much noise pollution to record. 

Everyone moves into the cell however Racheal stays outside; Racheal had a feeling to stay outside the 

door. 

Marie asks are you scared of another spirit?  
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EVP 1m07 sec female voice says 2 

Marie asks did coppers beat you.  

EVP captured 2m 09 male voice Yeah 

Sonia asks do you want to be sent to the light. 

EVP captured but can’t make this out?? 

EVP captured 3m 19 female voice he’s going to come. 

Marie asks did a priest cleanse your soul before you were hanged. 

Marie asks do you have a last name. 

EVP captured 4m 26 male voice says Tim 

Olly says Tim! 

Racheal tells the group she is feeling alone as though something won’t let her speak, she hadn’t been 

inputting at all felt someone had her tongue. Racheal tells the group whoever is here, she feels they 

have been stopped, so they can’t speak. Racheal continues to say she has the feeling of being isolated. 

Marie asks has someone asked you not to talk. 

EVP captured 10m02 female voice says policeman 

EVP captured 10m05 female says clean up. 

Sonia tells the group she feels someone out there at the cells how they would run something along the 

cells. EVP sound captured 11m 17 someone tapping object on another cell??? You can hear the clink 

x2 sounds 

Sonia tells the spirits not to be frightened and later will be sending the sports that want to leave, to the 

light you can come join us? 

EVP captured 11m55sec female yeah 

Rachel W tells the group she feels the Olivus vibrate in her hands 

EVP captured 12m09 x2 PPPst…. PPPst…. 

Someone was trying to get her attention. 

Marie and Sonia discuss ask questions on who is stopping spirits talking? And if they felt threatened by 

her being here? 

13minutes Racheal experiences stabbing pain in her left hip, 13m25 Racheal again is experiencing 

stabbing pain in her hip. 

14m 30 Racheal experiences pain again 14m38 EVP captured female voice speaking whilst group talk 

not sure what this says sounds like bless ….?  

Ben noticing Racheal in pain all the group leave the cell at 2300 hrs 

21:34 - Woman's voice is captured on EVP saying "Yes." 

21:35 - Rachael and Marc move into the open police cell. 

21:39 - Marc's torch deactivates by itself despite having a set of new batteries installed. Rachael 

witnesses. 

(See Addendum: EVP Report by Rachel D) 

 

Skeleton Room  

21:45 - Marc’s EVP recorder deactivates on its own despite having fully charged batteries.  

21:48 - Marc's digital EMF meter locks to red and beeps rapidly indicating high activity. Reading is 

displayed as 6.5mG.  Multiple members of Team One witness this. 

(This is approximately the equivalent of a yellow light on a K-II EMF meter.) 

21:50 Vigil Ends and teams reconvene for a break between 21:50 hours and 22:30 hours to discuss 

areas for a group vigil / experiment and the decision is made to re-visit the Cells with the assistance of 

the Olivus 3. 

 

Cell Area Team 1 

22.30. Olivus Experiment  

Whilst sitting in the cell later that evening with all the group when the ollie was used, Sonia picked up 

that there would have been a policeman or jailer who would scare and intimidate inmates by running a 
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baton noisily along the doors. He enjoyed this torment of others with utter contempt. Caught up in his 

own delusional importance. He was not respected or liked by the court staff or some of the fellow 

policeman. 

22:40 - Police whistle trigger object has been moved. 

 

Olivus Three Experiment 

22:43 - "Climb" 

22:44 - "Ping" and "Down" and "Count" 

22:45 - "Squeeze" and "Enough" word enough is a strong signal strength 

The team asks the spirit if they hanged themselves in the cell or if they were strangled by someone. 

22:46 - "Outside" 

22:47 - "Bury" and "Moist" 

22:48 - "Solo" and "Automatic" and "Spring" and "Veronica" 

22:49 - "Africa" and "Cleansing" and "Born" is a strong signal strength 

22:50 - "Jim" and "Tin" Jim is a direct response for a question asking for a name. 

22:51 - "Muse" and "Beat" 

22:52 - "Dirt" 

22:53 - "Equal” is a strong signal strength 

22:54 - "Round" and "Bottle" 

22:55 - "Glance" Rachael feels alone (isolated.) Was the spirit told not to speak or threatened if they 

spoke?  

22:56 - "Movement" 

22:57 - "Tilt" 

22:59 - Rachael feels Olivus vibrating in her hand.  

23:00 - Rachael reports feeling stabbing pains in her left hip. 

23:00 - "Tilde" Rachael informs the team this is an Old English word. 

Marc notes that a similar word is also used in the Spanish language. 

23:00 - "Pluto"  

23.00 End of Olivus experiment 

(See Addendum: EVP Report by Rachel D) 

 

Team 2 Notes 

This part of the investigation was in various parts of the museum. Upstairs, downstairs, in the jails with 

our trigger objects i.e., light up ball’s recorders the Olly, EVP and so on. The balls did light up in 

various areas and many words came through on the EVP. This was a better vigil with responses, but 

Marie felt personally the area was so quiet and still had the sense that spirit felt frightened by Sonia.  

 

Upstairs Boat Room all investigators.   

Ben and Sonia went into the family room, this room has an old sink in it, the room should have felt 

homely and warm, it wasn’t it was cold and felt sad. Sonia picked up that a lady would be by the sink 

who was very sad, and her life was mundane and depressing, she would have spent a lot of time by the 

sink. Ben and Sonia thought this lady needed to step into the light and that the group could do this at 

the end of evening.  

 

23.04. The group have moved to the in the boat room; Sonia picked up again the policeman for Ben, he 

had a message for Ben. This was a personal message for Ben as the spirit felt a connection with him. 

Rachel W starts to have a headache like something in the atmosphere is feeling heavy like before a 

thunderstorm 

Cat balls placed in different parts of the room 

Straight away cat ball starts flashing Sonia asks if there is someone here attracted to Ben? X2 cat ball 

flashes 
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Sonia asks are you attracted to Ben because of his job? Cat ball flashes 

Sonia asks was you a policeman x2 cat ball flashes 

23:07 - Rachael asks if spirit is attracted to Ben. Flashing cat ball is activated.  

Video (Sonia sees tall man standing next to Ben who does not leave throughout the experiment)  

23:08 - Rachael asks if spirit is a police officer. Flashing cat ball is activated. 

23:09 - "Haste" and "Disaster" Two flashing cat balls are activated by the door. Rachel W feels a 

pressure of left neck.  Cat ball keep going off that is placed in a bucket of sand, but Rachel W thinks 

this maybe slight movement from sand  

23:10 - "County" 

23:11 - "Fly" and "Greater" Rachael asks if the spirit is related to Ben. 

23:12 - "Holiday" 

23:14 - "Complete" and "Property" and "Intel" which is a police term for intelligence information. 

23:15 - "Records" 

23:16 - "Award" and "Light" 

23:18 - "Tree" 

23:19 - "Industry" 

23:20 - "Enough" and "Hide" and "Highway" and "Jim" (second time this name has come up). 

23:22 - "Information" and "Loving" 

23:23 - "D" and "Kind" 

23:25 - "Rates" and "Automatic"(Second time automatic has come up). 

23:26 - "Muse" and "Africa"(second time for both words). 

23:27 - "Bible" 

23:28 - "Make" and "Down" 

23:29 - "Best" and "Short" 

23:30 - "Rabbit" Marc asks if the spirit was accused and / or convicted of stealing or poaching rabbits? 

23:31 - "Climb" second time this word has come up. 

****Team note noise pollution from nearby pubs **** 

(See Addendum: EVP Report by Rachel D) 

 

Farming Room Area all investigators Olivus experiment. 

Rachel W gets a headache whilst sat in the same place that Sarah was sat earlier in the evening 

EVP captured 00m25 male voice clear whisper Oh be interesting to see! 

Ben was placing a cat ball at the top of the stairs EVP captured 2m20 “Do” 

Racheal D ask spirit to flash the balls let us know you are here. 

Noise EVP captured 3m45 like something moving in the room. Rachel W said did you hear that? She 

heard something moving above her. Sonia tells the group she just sees a blue light by the sink in child’s 

room. 

As the group discuss a male energy Racheal D speaks of hearing the man say yes earlier EVP captured 

5m33 male whispered “lives here” 

Ben tells the group he just seen a shadow to his left EVP captured 5m46 make breath then sound of a 

drum being hit ball then flashes continually  

Racheal D asks are you the man that said yes to me? Ball flashes x4 

Ball flashes in kids room Ben goes into investigate, as he is in there he hears tapping at the back of the 

room. 

Rachel W starts to experience headache by the child’s room. Earlier Sarah tells the group she also felt 

the same in that place. 

EVP captured groan female 24m43 same time as mark said he was pushed 

23:34 - "Saturn" and "Zoo" and "Story" Marc asks if the spirit worked in a zoo. 

23:35 - "AI" strong signal strength and none of the members have seen this come up before. 

Ben notices a shadow. Flashing cat ball is activated to show to spirits present. 
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23:35 hours Ben see a shadow to my left on the staircase and one of the Cat balls near to where Racheal 

D is sat is continuously flashing 

23:38 - "Pray" and "Sunrise" strong signal strength and sunrise has already come up before. Flashing 

cat ball is activated next to Rachael with no contact from her or nearby team members. 

23:40 - "Dope" strong signal strength 

23:42 - "Metal" and "Alright" and "Killed" and "Mummy" Marc asks if the spirit used any of the tools. 

Marc asks if the spirit if they were killed by their Mum, or did they kill their Mum. 

23:43 - "Tin" and "Shoot" second time up for tin.  Marc asks if the spirit died because they were shot? 

23:45 - "Beans" 

23:46 - "Type" 

23:47 - "Bottom" Marc asks if the spirit is at the bottom of the staircase. 

23:48 - "Hug" 

23:49 - "Room" 

23:50 - Sonia senses a man in the children's playroom. She gets the impression he likes order and 

structure. 

23:52 - Flashing cat ball is activated in the children's playroom. 

23:53 - Ben hears a series of tapping noises. 

23:54 - "Wretch" and "Worm" 

23:55 - "Her" strong signal strength 

23:56 - "Bottle" Second time up for this word.  Marc gasps in shock. He has been pushed from behind! 

23:57 - "Total" strong signal strength 

23:58 - "Send" 

00:00 end of experiment and the team return downstairs for the second break of the evening. 

00:30 hours after all team members had warmed up with a cup of Coffee members were given the 

opportunity for individual experiments of their choice for the last hour.  

 

Free time investigations where investigators have an opportunity to investigate areas of interest 

themselves 

Ben returned to the Children's room and played 1940's music on his phone to trigger something 

paranormal, but nothing happened before he made his way to the ground floor to conduct a lone vigil in 

the Skeleton room. Nothing was picked up by Ben in this location. 

Racheal places trigger objects in the skeleton room, Racheal asks is there a spirit here with us? Racheal 

experiences going deaf in left ear going past the mammoth bone. Marc keeps getting drawn to the cells. 

Marc and Racheal D head to the corridors of the cells trigger object police whistle hanging at the front 

of the cell door, cat balls also placed near the open cell entrance. Marc and Racheal reading about 

poison bottles.  

Marc went to the cells with the Olivus three 

00:48 - "Sunrise" third time up for this word  

00:49 - "Travel" 

00:50 - "Night"  

00:51 - "Wide" and "Fact" 

00:52 - "Soon" strong signal strength 

00:53 - "Mistake" 

00:55 - "Current" and "Double" 

00:56 - "Tom" and "Mummy" second time up for mummy 

00:57 - "Harvest" and "Although" and "Paul" and "Fifteen" and "Cleansing" second time up for 

cleansing and in the same area as before. 

00:58 - "Spring" second time up for cleansing and in the same area as before. 

01:00 - "Seek" strong signal strength 
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01:02 - Marc's attention is drawn to an information placard containing information about two farm 

hands called Thomas Dilley and Thomas Gilbert, aged seventeen and nineteen respectively. The 

placard states Thomas Dilley was convicted for the theft of three rabbits. 

01:06 - "Teacher" 

01:16 - Police whistle trigger object outside the cell appears to have been moved. 

01:30 At the end of the evening the group gathered in the craft room around the Christmas tree for the 

group to create a circle for the lady in the family room to cross over. This was Rachel’s idea as the 

Christmas tree had the lights and it felt the energy in that space. 

 

Sonia opened the circle with a white light coming down the middle of the group, ready to ask this lady 

to step forward. Rachel sat on a chair, so the circle wasn’t complete and then she got up and said she 

needed to be in the circle, this completed the circle and the lady stepped into the light. Rachel W feels 

pressure on chest and heart racing and oppression headache 

 

During this Rachel D sits to the side but Maria begins to feel odd and starts saying things for the spirit 

like it doesn’t want to go. Rachel D then joins and closes the circle and feels something coming from 

Maria. And Sonia can calm Maria. Afterwards Maria doesn’t recollect what she said. Marie feels she 

has channelled an energy who was scared to come forward into the light, a male and Sonia talked to the 

energy to reassure them that it was safe to walk forward and cross over. Marie then quickly snapped out 

of the channelling and wasn’t aware of what happened.  

End of investigation 01:50 

Addendum: EVP Report by Rachel D 

 

11m 08 EVP captured very faint female voice saying help?? There is a second word but can’t make this 

out. 

11m 13 Ben asks the group did anyone Seles hear that?? Ben said he heard a female shout help! 

11m 55 Racheal walks into the farm room, as she enters, she heard a male voice either say yes or hiss at 

her with a weird clicking noise. Straight after she says that was weird!? Evp of this was captured. 

Racheal tells Marc of what she just heard he joined her and called out is there anyone here with us? 

13m 56 Rachael says I’m feeling a male? EVP captured male says yes  

14 00 sec EVP captured male voice yes Racheal and Marc continue to the skeleton Racheal is drawn to 

the bin drum and tells Marc she drawn to the picture of the men together. 

Marc says salvation army straight after at 

3m 02 EVP captured male voice says sailor. 

EVP captured 01m 24 male voice says “Arthur number 1” this didn’t seem to be from the Xmas tree 

room?  

Rachael talks with Sarah about the evening and when Racheal tells Sarah she caught an orb in the 

Skelton room above the skeleton. EVP really clear says RACH!!! 00m33 male voice loud!!! 

Sarah and Racheal D discuss the evening EVP giggle female 01m 01 clear. The others now join in with 

Racheal d and Sarah. all join hands to help spirit cross over and protection prayers apart from Racheal 

D she didn’t want to and wanted to record what happens.  

Sonia starts the process - EVP captured male voice say “Marcus” just as Sonia comments on her and 

Ben’s hands burning together. 

4m 20s Marie starts to get agitated saying that they don’t trust the light and that they are hesitating 

Sonia asked why? Marie don’t believe in the light. Marie says they don’t believe in the circle Marie 

said no one ever helped them and they won’t to break the circle.  

Racheal Dixon stands up and links the circle asking for Marie’s hand Marie didn’t want to give her 

hand but did so as soon as she did Racheal experienced a heat rush come from Marie and to Racheal s 

face and leave her through the top of her head. All lasted a few seconds. After this Marie came around 

as though she didn’t know what just happened like she was in a trance.  
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Investigation Summaries 

 

Marie Investigation Summary 

This is part of our investigation where we as a team would close the invest and ask the spirits to follow 

us and say thanks to spirit. Sonia headed this part and we held hands; she asks any spirit if they wanted 

to go to the light to meet family.  As this was asked on my right side, I saw waves of darkness and I 

saw the light but in a portal. All at once a darkness came over my back and over my head. I had some 

idea what this was so I concerted on Sonia’s voice were at times could not hear. I felt anger and 

betrayed but not much else. The next thing I knew Rachel D took my other hand and felt a jolt and a 

hot flush to her face (refer to Rachels report about this) and I looked up staired at Sonia and said 

WHAT!  

 

This is known in the paranormal field as channelling I do not know what I said but after I felt weak and 

shocked. Well, I can say now the museum was not as quiet as I thought. Also, after this Ben was in the 

jail area and ask me to meet him there. On the wall of the cell is the same name of my email address. 

Sonia Closed the circle down and talked group through a protection to cleanse an energy picked up that 

evening and ended in a prayer. 

 

 

Rachel W Investigation Summary  

Overall, there were not a lot of technological experiences this evening but more feelings. For the first 

time Rachel W felt something odd instead, an oppression in the form of a headache and pressure on her 

chest 

 

Marc C Investigation Summary 

On the way home in the car, Marc went down with mild sickness and vomiting despite feeling fine 

before and during the investigation. He was fine when he returned home and had no lasting effects. 

Additionally, although Marc had an EVP recorder running during the individual cell investigation, it 

appears to have malfunctioned; no audio has been captured despite the device being activated, as the 

device itself registers.  

Activity was particularly strong in the upstairs area of the museum. 

Are there spirits of farm workers or parents of children or children there? 

Activity was also strong in the cells area. 

Are the spirits of prisoners, police staff and court staff there? 

 

The use of the word "Harvest" is curious.  

Whilst it could be referring to a spring harvest, the term is also used by hunters and poachers to refer to 

successfully captured game animals.  

 The direct response to the name "Jim" in the cell area could be worthy of further investigation. 

There were several bottles in the corridor between the skeleton room and the cell area. 

Could they have been the bottles referred to when using the Olivus? 

What were they for? Court evidence? What were they designed to contain? 

Further research into Thomas Gilbert and Thomas Dilley could be useful, especially given they both 

have criminal history and Thomas Dilley was convicted for stealing rabbits. 

The word "Teacher" coming up on the Olivus is curious.  

On a previous investigation, Marc had noted an information placard on a man by the name of 

"Granville Rudd" (1936 - 1988) in the Skeleton Room (which is still there.) It mentions that he worked 

as a teacher. 


